
 

'Appeasement' means 'giving 

in to a bully' or to pacify, 

soothe or satisfy. Today 

Chamberlain is criticized for 

appeasing Hitler.   

 

SOURCE D: You have only to look at the map to see that 

nothing we could do could possibly save Czechoslovakia 

from being overrun by the Germans.    

Chamberlain, writing to his sister in 1938.  

There were many reasons why Britain 'appeased' Hitler in the 1930s.       

The five most important reasons, were:  

 1. Some British people approved of Hitler’s policies.  

   2. The British people hoped that a strong Germany would stop the growth  

      of Communist Russia. 

 3. Many people felt that events in Europe were not Britain's business. 

 4. Many British people wanted peace. 
5. Many British people agreed with Hitler that the Treaty of Versailles 

   was unfair. 
   In the 1930s, there were some people – most notably Winston Churchill 

    who opposed his policy. 

 

Who in their right mind believes we should even try to placate the monsters 

responsible for the atrocities of September 11th, 2001?    

Terrorists see negotiations as a sign of weakness and a lack of resolve.   Though the 

'peace protestors' mean well, they... are the same type of people who sought to appease 

Adolf Hitler.    

Source F: A modern View of Appeasement: Writer after the 9/11 attacks 

SOURCE E: It is a total 

defeat.   Czechoslovakia will 

be swallowed up by the Nazis.   

And do not suppose that this 

is the end.   This is only the 
beginning.  

Churchill, speaking about the 

Munich Agreement in 1938 

 

In 1938, Germany and Austria joined together in a tie known as Anschluss. . Hitler claimed he was uniting the German 

speaking people. Seeing this, German-speaking people in the Czechoslovakian area known as the Sudetnenland, began to 

demand to be part of Germany too. Hitler made sure these people received support, but demanded that they become 

part of Germany. Now everything depended on Great Britain, France and the Soviet Union. 

British and French foreign policy 

   PM Chamberlain was determined to 

avoid another war. He made trips 

around Europe in 1938 attempting to 

make agreements 

  The French followed.  They wished 

to avoid was and knew the USSR 

would not go to war either. 

  As a final attempt of avoid war, a 

conference in Munich was organized.  

THE MUNICH CONFERENCE 

  Chamberlain, Hitler, Daladier (Frecnh PM), and 

Mussolini all met in Munich to discuss 

Czechoslovakia, but Czechoslovakia was not 

invited.                         

  It was decided Germany would occupy the 

Sudentenland within ten day and other parts of 

Czechoslovakia would go to Poland and Hungary. 

Czechoslovakia was told to agree or face Germany 

alone. 

Hitler promised not 

to take any more 

land. It was believed 

that giving Hitler the 

Sudentenland was a 

good price to pay for 

peace.  

March 15, 1939, 

Hitler invades the 

rest of 

Tasks 

1. Define appeasement 

2.Why were the countries of Europe so eager to avoid  

    another war?   

3. What did Hitler claim when he united Germany and  

    Austria 

4. What countries were invited to the Munich conference? 

5. What was agreed on at the conference? 

6. Why did many people feel giving in to Germany was  

     a good idea? 

7. Describe 3 reasons why Britain appeased Hitler? 

8. What does source D tell you about Chamberlain’s view 

of Appeasement?  

9. What does source E tell you about Churchill’s view 

     of Appeasement?  

10. Using Source F, compare the view of Osama and 

     Hitler? How does it relate to appeasement? 

11. How could the leasers have known that Hitler would  

      not keep his promise? 

 


